Trap for stone~marten$
This demands a great nicety of discrimination from the
enquirer.
Barir was also the name of the first and only hut in this wild
valley. It was merely a large stable for shelter, half buried
with slat roof almost level with the ground, and surrounded in
the pleasant morning sun by sheep and goats ready for their
pastures. They would soon leave the grazing, the shepherds
told us, and go to their winter lands on the coast.
Here walking down, for it was still too difficult to ride, I saw
a trap for stone-martens, of which there are quantities all over
these hills. It was a simple affair—a forked branch put with
the fork downwards in a hole in the ground, and with a few
sticks laid over: on top of these were three or four heavy stones.
The marten walks tinder the fork, catches in it with his shoul-
ders, and pushing it along brings the sticks and stones on top
of him and is crushed in the debris. The skins are kept for
wandering merchants who come up these valleys for this
purpose, and will give as much as twenty shillings for a good
one.
At last, after about two and a half hours, we came out into
the main valley and met the Sardab Rud, white and green,
sweeping round from the south-west. One could ride again
now, to my relief, for I felt ill after the strain of the day before
and wondered if here, five days* ride from Teheran, and at the
farthest point of my journey, I was going to collapse after all,
when the nearest road for anything on wheels was three days
away. I recovered, however, as the day wore on, and we
soon came into country lovely enough in itself to make mind
and body forget.
Kalar Dash
Sardab Rud means the River of Cold Water. It pours down
from the south-east slope of Solomon's Throne, and flows
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